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146 UNIT II Aspects of Professional Reasoning

OBJECTIVES

After reading this chapter, the reader will be able ta:

1. Differentiate between scientific inquiry and scientific reasoning in practice.

2. Differentiate between logical reasoning and the scientific method.

3. Discuss the nature, history, and présent context of scientific inquiry.

4. Define scientific reasoning in occupational therapy practice.

5. Use scientific reasoning throughoutthe occupational therapy process.

6. Appreciate the potential application of scientific reasoning.

7. Reflect upon the relationship between "evidence-based practice" and scientific

reasonmg.

8. Appreciate the limitations of scientific inquiry and scientific reasoning, including their

abuse, and formulate approaches to deal with thèse limitations.

KEYTERMS

Scientific reasoning

Evidence-based practice

Scientific method
Logical reasoning

Scientific inquiry
Empirical
Hypothesis testing
Statistical reasoning

Deductive reasoning

Syllogism
Inductive reasoning

Population
Sample
Evidence-informed practice

Evidence-supported

practice

Procédural reasoning

Occupationaltherapy

diagnosis
Diagnostic reasoning

Generalizable

Warrants

Translational research

Practice errors

This chapter contains a portrayal and an analysis ofwhat is called scientific

reasoning in occupational therapy. My goal for this chapter is to highlight the

unique strengths in this type ofthinking, to explore carefully its limitations,

and to speculate on how this type ofreasoning may evolve in the future. It is

my further intent to embed scientific reasonmg, scientific inquiry (research),

and evidence-based practice in a larger model of professlonal reasonlng, as

outlined in the ensuing sections,
Scienttfic inquvy (investigation) uses the scientific method to systematically

pursue the discoveiy oflmowledge about phenomena that is dependable and

defensible, and, most desired, generalizable. Scienttfic reasoning, as used in

this chapter, is aprocess ofuncovering, appraising, interrogating, interpret-

ing, and using knowledge to make décisions in professlonal practice. It does

not rely on sudden feelings, dogmatic belief, flights of the imagination, or

even practical expérience. Its close relative logical reasoning uses structur'

rules to reason from facts to reach irrefutable conclusions.

The derivations of the words "scientific reasoning" provide insights into

the évolution ofthe meaning ofthe phrase. See Table 7-1 for the dictionary

définitions and etymologies. From its root origins (science: skei, to eut or
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TABLE 7-1 Sources and Meanings: Science, Scientific, and Reasoning

Science

Scientific

Reasoning

From Latin "scientia," from "scire": to know; akin to Latin "scindere" to eut or

split; Greek "schizein": to split (1) "The observation, identification, description,

expérimental investigation, and theoretica! explanation of phenomena ... (4)
knowledge, especially that gained through expérience,"

Of, relating to, or employing the methodology of science

From Latin "ratio": to consider, confirm, ratify (1) Use of reason, especially to

form conclusions, inferences, orjudgments; (2) Evidence or arguments used in
thinking or argumentation

Ainerican Héritage Dictionary ofthe English Language (4th éd.). (2000). Boston, MA: Houghton

Mifflin.

split; reasoning: ratio, from ar, to fit together [Amerlcan Héritage Dictionary,

2000, pp. 2046, 2021, respectively]), one might say that scientiflc reason-

ing 1s derived from a notion of "cuttlng something into pièces and fitting

them back together again to détermine how it works." At this simplest of

formulations, it is said to be reductionistic, that is, reducing the working

whole to the sum of its parts. How far scientlfic inquiry, and thus poten-

tially sclentlfic reasoning, has come from thls notion is addressed in this

chapter. An important distinction between scientific reasoning and scientific

inquiry 1s that, although they both use many of the same cognltive tech-

niques, scientific inquiry directly focuses on the création of generalizable

knowledge, whereas scientific reasoning in practice concerns itself wlth

improved professional décision making with particular clients (indMduals,

organizations, and populations).

HISTORY AND CONTEXT 0F SCIENTIFIC REASONING

The systematic study of logic was first documented in the times of classical

Greece (500-400 B.C.E.). An early -work on the princlples oflogic was Aris-

totle's Organum, which contained 19 syllogisms, or Inference mles (Devlin,

1997). An example ofa syllogism is as follows:

AU OTRs are registered wlth NBCOT.

Gayle is an OTR.

Therefore, Gayle is registered with NBCOT.

Currently, rnost scholars believe that the syllogisms of formai loglc cannot

capture the subtlety of actual daily situations lived by people (Elio, 2002).

The enunciation of the modem scientific method came during the early

Renaissance (between 1500 and 1700 C.E.). The proponents advocated rea-

soning from empirical data via theoiy and hypothesis testing, not analytical
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148 UNIT II Aspects of Professional Reasoning

reasoning from prescribed theological ideas. A rnathematical description of

nature would provlde certainty about one's conclusions.

An early description of an occupational therapy scientific method is

found in Box 7-1.

Box 7-1 Scientific Method

Formulating questions based on the current state ofknowledge, interests,

and needs:

Selecting the approach to gatntng inslghts or answers

Collecting data systematicatly in ualid and reliabte u>ays

Describing/categorizing
Analyzing/ synthesizing
Seeking/establishing similarities, différences, relationships

Maklng interprétations

Drawing conclusions and formulating new questions

Adapted with permission ofAmerican Occupational Therapy Association, from Mosey,

A. C, Applied scientific inguiry in the health professions: An epistemological orientation
(pp. 124-133), 1992; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.

To this list for descriptive science, one may now add essential features of

an expérimental approach to uncovering the causes of natural phenomena:

randomization and control, along with bllndlng to prevent bias. This means

of testing a hypothesis in order to support or refute given theoiy most often

uses deductlve, Inductlve, and statistical reasoning (see Fig. 7-1).

Deductive Reasoning

The rules for deductive reasoning are encapsulated in syllogisms: does the

conclusion follow inevltably from the premises? If so, and if the prernises

are true, then the conclusion must be true. Deductlve reasoning appears to

impart certainty to the conclusion.

Deductlve reasonlng often has an obvious ring to it. In complex situa-

tions though, aptly portrayed in detective novels and Intricate occupatlonal

therapy cases, the insights to be gained can be surprising. Skilled prac-

titioners (detectives or therapists) have strong talents in (l) seeing dues

others do not see; (2) knowlng how to tease out more évidence through

observing or interviewing; (3) seelng the connection among dues; (4) drawing

correct inferences from patterns; (5) drawing inferences from limited dues;

(6) thlnking contrafactually ("if occupational therapy were a cookbookjob,

all people would have to be identical occupational beings, but people are

not Identical, so occupational therapy 1s more than followlng a cookboolt

reclpe"); (7) systematlc, exhaustive exploration of alternative explanations,
including "boundaries" of possibilities ("what would be the quickest way

this client could regain the necessary coordination to manage clothing

fasteners?"; "what would be the implications if the client never regained
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FIGURE 7-1 Classical hypothetical-deductive model of scientific reasoning. From poftn^.&_,_,_^^
Wa^i'^s, M.13~(2015). Foundations of clinical research: Applications to practice (p. 35). Philadelphia,

PA: F. A. Davis.'Used with permission of F. A. Davis Pubtishers.

it?"); (8) pursuing logical conclusions regardless ()fPersona\OTSOClalcost

rclient'needs more therapy today even though l am exhausted"; "this cli^

ent:s'medïcal diagnosis simpty must be wrong"); and (9) malntaining the

courage to question.

Inductive Reasoning

Inductive œasoning is sald to hold the potential for generating new knowledge.

Th'atiï giventhe ^mpirical évidence available, what can we reasonably mfer

aboutaopattem, or predict about a future event? Uncertainty wlll always

réside in'our conclusions because no matter how much évidence we have,

and"no"matter how persuasive it appears to be, we cannot overcomethe

limitation that there^could be a confounding factor (another explanationj

somewhere that would lead to a différent conclusion. In addition, there is

theunres'olved problem, first articulated by the Scottish philosopher David

Hume (1748/1955), called the problem of induction and the uniformity
nature. Thatis,even if our inference is correct, our induction will only hold

iftheprmciples of nature remain uniform in the future. Unfortunately, all

we"can"draw-upon in trymg to induce that nature will remain uniform m

the "future'is empirical évidence from the présent or past philosophically

problematic evenfor physlcs; manifestly problematic for inferences pertam-
fngto"human occupation, where "nature" includes ever-changing culture,

technology, fashlons, and identities.
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150 UNIT II Aspects of Professional Reasoning

Probabilistic and Statistical Reasoning

In oi-der to mitigate the uncertainty of induction, scientific inquirers cre-

ated the mathematical disciplines of probabllity and statistics (beginning
in the 17th and 19th centuries, respectively) (Ferguson & Takane, 1989).

Thèse mathematical approaches to uncertainty do not provide solutions of

certainty, but rather they allow us to quantify the level of our uncertainty

about an inductlve conclusion. For example, a statistical analysls of an

expérimental comparison of approaches to stress réduction for indlviduals

living with schizophrenia might indicate that we can say with 95% confidence

that practical life skiïls group actMties produce better vocational outcomes

compared to group recreational actMties, among the individuals studied.

Statistics can never be used to "prove" a proposition. Yet, it was readily

adopted as a method of analysis by scientists because it represented the

application of précise mathematics to the uncertainty of reasoning in many

questions of interest. Achlevmg less uncertainty, or greater confidence, in

the outcomes of our reasoning has been one of the main goals of logic and

scientific inquiry from the beginning. Statistical reasoning also allowed us

to draw inferences about the characteristics of a population, based on the

Ilmited information contained in a sample. Such generalizabillty promised

to bestow great power upon scientific inquiiy.

SCIENTIRC CHALLENGES: LINEARTO COMPLEX

At first, the Renaissance scientific method was applied to questions in nature

that could be addressed through quantification, and where the quantifiable

relationships were stable over time. Problems concerning the relationship

among forces, velocities, accélérations, anâ the mass ofphysical objects indeed

lent themselves to straightforward mathematical solutions (e.g., F = MA, or

Force = Mass X Accélération). In the 19th and 20th centuries, the scientific

method spread from fhe physical sciences to life sciences (the introduction

ofstatistics was crucial here), to social sciences, and finally to the study of

indMduals and groups (psychology, anthropology), and to the professions

providing services to them (occupational therapy, medicine, nursing, social

work}. Mid-20th century saw arise in the importance of quantitative, scientific

research in occupational therapy (Ottenbacher & Petersen, 1985), just as
the profession emulated a narrower—some used the term reducti-onistic — way

offraming challenges in human occupation. In 1977 came the call for the

rediscovery of the professlon's roots (Kielhofner & Burke, 1977; Shannon.

1977) and shortly thereafter the émergence of qualitative research as a

legitimate rnethod of scientific inquiry in the field (Rt-efting, 1991; MerriU'
1985). In the current centuiy, many have argued that all types of scientific

inquiry are crucial for the profession of occupational therapy (DePoy & Gi^i11'

2016; Hammel & Carpenter, 2004; Scheer, Arbesman, & Ùeberman, 2008;
Tomlin & Borgetto, 2011). The use ofresearch findings for the actual practice

of the profession has been accelerated by the movement (from the ei
1990s) toward "evidence-based" medicine/practice (Evidence-Based Mediciile

Woriang Group, 1992; Holm, 2000). There remain, however, unresolved issues J
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concerning the implementation into practice of the findings from scientiûc

inquiiy (Thomas & Law, 2014; ToneUi, 2009). Confusion unfortunately

arises because the phrase "evidence-based practice" confounds two very

différent processes, better described as "evidence-informed practice" and

"evidence-supported practice" (Tornlin & Dougherty, 2014). Sackett (1995),

the wldely recognized early proponent of evidence-based medicine, himself

once wrote ofa similar distinction, suggesting it be called "... evidence-based

medicine" wfaen applied by îndMdual clinicians to indivldual patients, and

"evldence-based health care" when applied by public health professlonals,

administrators, and policy makers to groups of patients and populations"

(p. 61). Henceforth l will use the terrn evidence-informed practice to mean a

practicing professional using published research during décision making for a

partlcular client. The term evidence-supported practice wlll refer tojustifylng

to the wlder society the efficacy of professional efforts.

SCOPE 0F SCIENTIFIC REASONING

Reasoning in général, however, and scientific reasoning in particular cannot

be fully understood outslde a context of person, task, and envlronment.

What are the embedded occupations of reasoning scientifically in the field

of occupational therapy?

1. In the création and testing of disciplinary knowledge through sclentt&c

inquliy (includes conducting research for evldence-supported practice:

demonstrating the général efficacy of occupational therapy)

2, In the use of principles of îogic and scientific reasoning about cases in

actual practice (professional reasoning in a "scientific" fashion)

3. In the application ofthe findings of (l) to the actions in (2) evidence-informed

practice.

Each of thèse is addressed in turn.

Scientific Inquiry

Pure research on human occupation has been conducted by occupational

therapists, for example in occupational science (Zemke & Clark, 1996).

Occupational science findings contribute to fhe background knowledge of

practitioners in occupatlonal therapy. Research methods range from case

studies, normative studies, surveys, and other types of descriptive study,

through correlational studies, quasi-experimental/outcome studies, and ex-

perimental studies (single case and group), to naturalistic, qualitative studies.

AU methods, as examples of disciplined inquiry, have their own standards

ofrigor and can produce valuable knowledge for the profession. Assigning a

single "évidence hlerarchy" to prioritize their value by soie vlrtue oftheir re-

search design is problematic (Borgetto et al., 2007; Tomlin & Borgetto, 2011).

The traditional approach in research put a premium on quantitative

measurement and analysis. Recently, there has been greater acceptance of

qualitative approaches in order to address meaning, intent, and context, in
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Aspects of Professional Reasoning

fields from anthropology to communication to occupatlonal therapy, where

this approach lies particularly close to the essential concerns of the field

(Hammel, 2001). In their original forms, quantitative and qualitative research

methods entailed very différent assumptions about the nature of reality,

the rôle ofthe researcher, and the nature of "knowledge." In some respects,

though, they have been growlng doser together. Traditional assumptions

about the desirability ofobjectlvlty," or an isolation between the researcher

and the research participant, may undermine accuracy in authentic studies

ofhuman behavior, attitudes, cognition, motivation, and meaning—in shorf,

occupation. Récent work has highlighted the potential for qualitative studies

to make a distinct contribution to the uncovering of causality (Borgetto,

Tomlin. Trickes, Max, & Pôngsten, 2015; Hansen, 2014), long held to be

the exclusive demain of expérimental studies. Once qualitative research

and quantitative research become less-hesitant allies (Hammel, 2001), there

may even exlst the conditions for the profession to have its own recognized,

distinctive epistemology of practice (Hammel & Carpenter, 2004; Hooper &

Wood, 2014). Some researchers now advocate that studies deliberately combine

quantitative and qualitative approaches in order to provide the best window

into understanding human phenomena (DePoy & Gitlin, 2016).

Scientific Reasoning: Professional Reasoning
in a "Scientific" Fashion with Clients

Historically, scientîfic reasoningwas assigned to the procédural reasoning track,

In daily professional practice, the décisions during ûie occupational therapy

process that require sensing problems ofoccupational performance, identtfying

problems, and inferring a cause, in order to assign fhe occupational therapy

diagnosis are referred to as diagnostic reasoning (Rogers & Holm, 1991), one

aspect of procédural reasoning. So would be reasoning from blologicallybased

knowledge about humans, injuries, and disease processes, to select empiricaUy |

supported interventions. Scientific knowledge and a sta-ucture of rule-based

décision maldng supposedly underlie procédural reasoning, There is presumed

to exist a generalizable approach to procédural reasoning that is systemafic |

and that générâtes findings, conclusions, and décisions we can have high j

confidence in and that applies to a variely ofpeople with a simllar diagnosis.

Evidence-lnformed Practice

Evldence-informed practice is defined as the use of (a) published évidence 01 ^

an intervention's effèctiveness, along wlth (b) the clinical expérience ofthe^

practitioner and the expertise ofothers, and (e) the values, goals, préférences, j

and wishes ofthe client (Sackett, Straus, Richardson, Rosenberg, & Haynes,^

2000, writing on "evidence-based medicme"), and (d) the available resourcesj

ofthe practice setting fTurpin & Higgs, 2013). With thèse four, therapists|
blend two more sources of information for décision maklng: (e) tîleore;|

to causality in human occupation, and (f) the évaluation data and dagas

frbm client responses to intervention collected by the practitioner (DOU{

erty, Toth-Cohen, & Tomlin, 2016). As a group, thèse sources make up"^
six warrants for professional practice (adapted from Tonelli, 2009). Non6
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presumed to have automatic, universal predominance over the others. Rather,

the therapist must judge which are most important for promoting the best

interests ofthe client. Thus, the commonly used name "evidence-based prac-

tice" is a misnomer. Its uncritical use has led to abuses of décision rnaking,

striklngly outlined by Greenhalgh, Howlck, and Masla-ey (2014), themselves

strong proponents ofusing research évidence in practice.

To make use of published research findings in formulating décisions,

the practitioner niust be adept at locating, analyzing, and synthesizing re-

search findings, compétent wlth statistical reasoning, and comfortable in

applying generalizations from research to actual practice (Abreu, Peloquin,

& Ottenbacher, 1998). According to Holm (2000, pp. 582-583), the mdmd-

ual practitioner must acquire the knowledge outlined by Abreu et al., then

infuse into practice the followmg acts:

a. asking clinical questions;

b. tracking down the best available évidence from literature;

e. appraising the évidence; (d) using the évidence to formulate a guideline

for practice décisions; and (e) evaluating the impact ofthe new guideline,

through chart audit, client outcomes, cost-effectiveness, patient satis-

faction, and theraplst satisfaction studles.

Steps (a) fhrough (e) have begun to be considerably accelerated through
the publication ofsystematic revlews, meta-analyses, and practice guidelines

on spécifie tapies of relevance to occupational therapists, and the publica-

tion of scales of quality to help readers appraise studies, such as PEDro

fVerhagen et al., 1998), and MacDermid's (2014). Step (d) is being assisted

by the systematic formulation of guidelines by means of the GRM^E (Guyatt
et al., 2008), or 6S Pyramid Resources (Health Sciences Libraiy, McMaster

University, 2016) évidence quality and weight scales, and by the publication

of evldence-lnformed practice guidelines by organizatlons in occupational

therapy (American Occupational Therapy Association [AOTA], 2016). Step

(e) would be an example oftranslational research, or the study ofthe process

of introducing research flndings into the décision rnaking of practitioners

and the corresponding change in therapist and client outcomes (Hoffmann,

Bennett, & Del Mar, 2013, p. 372). Such a culminating step is crucial not

only for the reflection of the individual therapist, but also because when

such studles are published they can malœ an important contribution to

evldence-supported practice (practlce-based évidence).

APPLICATION 0F SCIENTIFIC REASONING

Sclentiflc reasoning 1s applicable throughout the occupational therapy process,

ft-om refen-al to disposition (AOTA, 2014). Each stage is discussed in détail.

Referral

The moment a referral is received, the therapist may ask, "Is this referral ap-

propriate for our practice setting?" "For me?" (i.e., do l have fhe qualifications to
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intervene?) Such questions arîse ifthe case is problematic. Ifit is routine, habit

or policy guide fhe décision to take or turn down the case. If problematic, the

fherapist should consider whether there is évidence fhat the refen-ed individua]

maybenefit from occupational therapy. By fhis means, therapists'reasoning could

be considered more scientific than ifthey decided for fînancial reasons only.

Therapeutic Relation

One could infer from past expérience that therapy is more effective, as well

as more humane, when the therapist attends to establishing and nurturing

a therapeutic relation wifh the client. In many situations, a strong thera-

peutic relation is the foundation of the therapy itself. Rather than leavrng

therapeutic relation to the whims of personality, manners, and common

sense, it is possible to prépare future practitioners to be more aware ofhow

to nurture relationships using established insights and approaches (Taylor,

2008). Although no amount ofknowledge would entirely remove the artistry

from human interaction, such knowledge should be enlisted in the promotion

of more effective therapy (Schwartzberg, 2002).

iNi'i:

^

!iii'';

Frame of Reference/Conceptual Model Sélection

There exists a spectrum ofreasons for selecting a conceptual model or frame

of référence (henceforth "model"). They could range from one positive case

you heard about, to several published meta-analytic studies, that you have

used the model successfully, and that the client wants to tiy 1t.

Ifthat represents the best available évidence, then there is knowledge-based

justiûcation for using that model. To do nothing because persuasive évidence

does not exist would be unscientific, as well as unethical, when the probability j

of achievlng some good outweighs any likely costs. A "nonscientific" way of|

selecting a model might be ifyou continued using a once-popular one, eveni

though the published évidence points to its ineffectiveness.

IIBIPHi

i;i;ii

Occupational Profile

The logical fhing to do is to establish the cUent's occupational profile tfonels|
settingoutto practice authentic, client-centered, occupation-based occupationalj

fherapy. If done comprehensively (scientifically), the profile is important foij
designing therapeutic interventions that promote participation (AOTA, WWJ^

In most therapy settings, to embark on an intervention without gathenn3

this orienting datawould be unscientific: there is a low probabilifry that

(a) thèse fàcts about your client do not matter or (b) you will randomly stumwj

onto just the right approach for him or her. Ybu might do exactly the right t?j
in the right way for exactly the wrong reasons, but that would be unlikely'

Analysis of Occupational Performance

By far, the most material has been published on scientific reasoning a1

anatysis of occupational performance, or assessment, probably becE

is a logical place to start (Mattingly & Fleming, 1994; Rogers & Holm, ^^
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Schwartzberg, 2002). Studies of reliability, validity, and clinicàl value of

standardized assessments, provide the foundation for scientific assessment.

Assessment usually involves identifying unknowns. Rogers and Holm (1991)

have called this phase, "formulating the occupational therapy diagnosis."

They have thoroughly elaborated a description of assessment reasoning con-

sisting ofproblem sensing, eue acquisition, multiple hypothesis génération,

hypothesis testing, and hypothesis élimination or substantiation (Rogers &

Holm, 1991). They based their description on the classical hypothetical-

deductive model of scientific reasoning (see Fig. 7-1) and studies conducted

among physlcians (e.g., Elstein, Shulman, &Sprafka, 1978). Mattingly and

Fleming (1994) found évidence ofthis hypothesis-testing type ofreasoning
among the US occupatlonal theraplsts they studied in a physlcal disabillties

hospital. In other published case studies by occupational therapists (e.g.,

Canelon, 1993; Early & Shannon, 2006; Labovitz, 2003), there 1s séant ex-

pllcit évidence of therapists employing hypothesis testing during problern
identification.

Most often a finding is simply stated, as m Canelon's case study of an

African-American man with a shoulder forequarter amputatlon after an in-

dustrial accident, "In self-care he required minimal to moderate assistance

wlth feeding, bathing, grooming, and upper and lower extremity dressing

because of a mûd balance problem resulting Jrom the shift to his center of

gravity" (p. 175, emphasis added). A possible exception is the case study by

Gillen (2002) where a task-oriented approach (based on the theory ofmotor

control) was selected to structure the évaluation of a man wlth multiple

sclerosis. Factors increasing and decreasing the man's tremors were inves-

tlgated in order ta détermine whether a powered mobility device was feasible

for him. As reported, however, all the évidence clearly supported the initially

chosen approach to évaluation and intervention. No early hypothesis had

to be rejected.

It is possible that case studies leave out the reasoning of the therapist

for the sake of conciseness. Case Study 7-1 is taken from the professional

expérience ofmy spouse, Sybille Tomlin, when she worked as an occupational

therapist in skilled nursing facilities. It illustrâtes how hypothetical-deductive

thinking can occur during an évaluation. In this case, however, the logical

conclusion was not an occupational therapy dlagnosls, but that there was a

missed médical diagnosis affecting the cllent's performance.

Case Study 7-1 Hypothesis Testing in Practice

A 72-year-old Euro-American man received a hip replacement

after a fall at home, and had now been placed in a skilled nursing

facîlity. He was referred for occupational therapy. The occupa-

tional therapist expected to follow the standard hip replacement

treatment protocol. The man claimed he couldn't cook for himself anymore,

that his self-care was "iffy," and he had asked his son for help with his fi-

nances. The son felt the father was "under-performing," and was opposed
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to the father movlng back to live on his own. During évaluation, the occu-

pational therapist found his upper extremity range of motion (UE ROM:) and

strength to be within the expected range, and cognitively he was oriented.

When presented his clothes, he demonstrated independence in upper extremity

dressing. He showed no déficits in proprioception or tactile functioning. The

occupational therapist reflected, "Why isn't this man independent in all

ADLs? Is it dépression? Dementia? A sensorimotor déficit?" The occupational

therapist decided to evaluate the client further. An opportunity presented

itself when the patient hadn't shaved. So the occupational therapist asked

him to show her how he does that, He retrieved his shaver and ambulated

to the smk wlthout difficulty. At the sink were a mirror and an electric outlet,

The client seemed uncoordinated as he grasped the plug of the shaver cord

and tried to plug it m. He was unsuccessful for many attempts, but finaUy

managed it. The therapist, thinking she had missed somethmg, asked the

client ifhe needed his glasses. "They don't help," was the response. The client

proceeded to shave his face adequately, without cuing. The theraplst, sus-

pecting a Visual déficit as the cause of the "coordination" difficulty, held up

a finger to the side and asked the client to touch her finger with his finger.

He could move his finger immediately to the vlcinity of her fînger, but had

trouble touchtng It exactly. The therapist started to conclude that the client

had a focal vision loss, with retained peripheral vision: macular degeneration

or a similar condition. She refen-ed the client to an ophthalmologîst, informed

nursing, told the son about thls possible condition, and explatned the situ-

ation to the client.

Here alternative hypothèses were held and discounted, and confirming/

disconfirming évidence was deliberately sought. For some cases, the cause of

an occupational performance déficit may be so obvlous (e.g., difficulty with

clothing fasteners due to hand flexor tendon laceration and repair) that no

alternative hypothesis need be considered. For cases involving neurologicaJ,

cognitive, or psychosocial difficulties, however, the problems and causes are

often not so obvious. When several causes could give rise to the same perfor-

mance déficit, the occupational therapy detective work becomes important,

particularly when différent causes would indicate différent intervention

approaches, as in Case Study 7-1.

Décision making of the hypothesis generate-and-test type, however, is

supplemented by pattern recognition when diagnosticians (physicians or

occupational therapists) produce their findings (as described in Chapter s>'

Based on extensive expérience, "illness scripts" are most often used by doctors

to reach a diagnostic conclusion (Schmldt, Norman, & Boshuizen, Wd^i^

Embrey, Guthrie, White, and Dietz (1996) found évidence among physical

therapists of "movement scripts" acting as diagnostic templates during

assessment and treatment ofchildren wlth movement disorders. For the

édition ofthis book l wrote, "It remains to be discovered whether occupation^

therapists possess 'task scripts' or even 'participatory occupation scripts'
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and a literature search in early 2016 revealed no publications on this topic

in the intervening years.

Learning "scientific" rule-bound procédures allows new therapists to

function as beginners in professional practice. With expérience, internalizing

patterns or "scripts" allows theraplsts to make décisions in a more efflcient

manner. Reasonlng out each new step in each new case would take many

times longer, but in unique situations may be requlred. Indeed, in a study

ofthe clinlcal reasoning of occupational therapy students (Tomlln, 2005), l

found that for one class cohort, the number of correct décisions per unit of

time on a computer-based vidéo case simulation correlated significantly with

later fieldwork supervlsor ratings oftheir performance in physical rehabilita-

tion settings. Ifthls finding holds up in future studies (none have since been

published), It would indicate that therapists not only need to "do the right
things right" for the "right reasons" and be able to articulate those reasons

(as Holm, 2001, called for) , but also to do them in the "right" amount of time.

Accesslng scripts instantaneously saves practitloners' time. Occupational

therapy éducation programs may use scientific reasoning, or the principles

of sclentific reasoning, to impart sorne of those patterns, processes, and

procédures to students (Neistadt, 1992), but once learned "academically"

they raust be recast in memory as used in practice (Rogoff & Lave, 1984),

after whlch the responses can become more automatic.

Nonscientific ways of performmg an évaluation might include falling to

collect important data, overlooking data, jumping to conclusions, bending

the data interprétation to fit a premature décision, or failing to seek data to

confirm or disconfirm a hypothesis. Redundant, and thus unsclentific, as-

sessment by failing to coordinate wlth other professionals (Trickey-Rokenbrod,

2017) can also occur. Gambrill (2012) listed 14 poor ways ofjustifying clin-
ical décisions. Araong them were appeals to authority, popularity, or testi-

monlals (pp. 91-99). Given the Inevltability of uncertainty, our expectation

for perfection in reasoning should be tempered. Proceedlng wlth a client in

the présence of uncertainty in the therapist's rnlnd is not unscientific. Its

absence would be unscientific.

Intervention Plan

Formulation of the intervention plan involves the collaborative prioritization

ofgoals between therapist and client/family/caregiver. The sélection ofinter-

vention activities should align with the six warrants for practice; publlshed

évidence of effectiveness, therapistjudgment, client préférences, évaluation

data of occupational performance difficulties, and a theory underlylng the

application of therapy, There should be a reasonable connection between

the proposed therapeutic actMtles and an expectation of goal achlevement.

No published studles were found where intervention planning itself was

explicitly studled for its logic or scientific virtue. Models oftreatment planning

in the profession have long advocated sclentific consistency (Day, 1973), and

the Occupational Therapy Practice Framework (AOTA, 2014) is an example

of a consensus document by a professional body that sets the standards for

planning. It could be argued that if our profession 1s to be occupation based

and client centered, and therapists have the knowledge to so practice, to do

otherwlse would be unsclenttfic.
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Intervention Plan Implementation

It is with good reason that experienced therapists check on contraindications

and safety précautions before approaching a new client. To prevent further

harm is one offhe fundamental admonitions to health care personnel. Thus,

l have placed it first in the criteria for a scientific irnplernentation of the

therapeutic plan (although actually it begins with the first évaluation vlsit),

Likewise, watching for change is important. For example, if an occupational

therapy client (post-cerebrovascular accident [CVA]) mentions that she is

unable to put on her slippers, the therapist might reflect that that could be

caused by deteriorating sltting balance, or dimlnished range of motion, or

fluctuating tone in the affected extremities. After having the client herself

try to put them on, without success, the therapist might find they no longer

fit. A mention to the charge nurse brought forth the answer: the client's

blood thlnners interfered wlth her goût medication, and the flrst metatarsal-

phalangeal joint was swelling. The medications could then be adjusted.

Because occupational therapists interact with clients in a variety of in-

timate tasks, fhey are often the first to observe such subtle signs. If y ou are

not sure, ask someone!
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Effective Activity Séquence
Experienced therapists can build a séquence of therapeutic activities that

addresses crucial issues and client priorities in a logical order. Sometimes,

this means starting with the most important goal first, other times wlth

the most achievable one first, or the earliest developmentally. Whichever

is used, the séquence is based, ultimately, on three sources. First, back-

ground knowledge is essential: knowledge of human occupation, injury,

and disease, lifespan development, the intrinsic variety ofactivities, as well

as human psychology—occupational science, Second is empirical évidence

of therapy effectlveness. Third, the traits, personality, and goals of the

client are equally important. Some add that a theory or model is required

in order to apply the empirical knowledge to the current case (Chapparo &

Ranka, 2008). Constraints and affordances ofthe practice setting, including

payer coverage, also influence the length and type of intervention chosen.

One could argue that the scope of occupational therapy demands that

scientific reasoning in the profession be a melding of generalized knowl-

edge and professional knowledge with knowledge of the individual, the

practice setting, and the community environment. Fleming and Mattingty

(1994) labeled this a combination cfa "disease approach" and an "illness

expérience" approach (p. 338). This combining is rarely described explic-

itly in case studies, but may be considered a scientific underpinning

the profession nonetheless, because without considération for all factorsj

(warrants) our stated professional goals cannot be effectively, legalty, a1

ethically achieved.
Nonscientific reasoning in activity sequencing would be to ignore tbej

client's indivlduality, or to attempt to interact therapeutically while lacl

the necessary knowledge, or to approach the client while neglecting coffli11 "1

sense or policies of the setting. We would designate such an approach

unscientific because ofthe évidence that it results in less effective outcc

:1(L'1!;!
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This statement leaves unanswered exactly how the warrants are to be bal-

anced when consldered together.

Effective Pacing
Décisions about the pacing oftherapeutic activities are also inductions based

on the therapist's empirical knowledge oftask analysis, réhabilitation, and

the psychology of the indmdual client, as well as on observations during

therapy and sometimes on theoiy. The therapist must be prepared for the

unexpected and be ready to shift gears rapidly. The signs may be boredom,

frustration, agitation, avoidance, activity or group sabotage, or simply "no

progress" for too long, on the négative side, and signs of progress itself, on

the positive side.

Adjusting the Plah/Responding ta Setbacks
A décision to change the séquence or pace of actMties may be based on cli-

ent performance, current stage ofprogress, or immédiate feedback from the

client. Knowledge about grading activities and an informed creativity may be

drawn upon, as well as the application oftheory. It would be unscientific to

ignore the data observed in the client's behavlor, or to discount the client's

own testimony about therapy, in order to blindly follow a protocol.

Extending Therapeutic Effects
The involvement of others in the intervention (client, famity, spouse, case

manager, nurse, teacher, hired caregiver) can extend therapeutic effects. Each

new case is an opportunlty for the therapist to reason about who should be

involved and how much.
Ignoring the various warrants or misapplying knowledge while imple-

menting the intervention could be considered unscientific intervention.

Intervention Review

Therapists use measures in the original évaluation to establish a baseline

so that progress (goal achievement) can be determined. Much research has

gone into investigating which measures address the relevant constructs of

occupation and provlde the desired sensitivity to actual progress during

intervention. A scientific approach to practice includes the careful sélection

of évaluation instruments, including those that seek to assess context,

meaning, and participation.
Once réévaluation data are collected, a difficult challenge for induction

arises: generalizing from "intervention performance" to real life, if services

have been provided in a clinic as opposed to the natural setting. Determining

fhe factors that affect this corrélation is key: physlcal and social contexts,

intrinslc and extrinsic motivations, emotional and cognitive orientation to

surroundings, supervision type and amount, consistency of help available,

not to mention physical and architectural matters.
When sufficlent évidence accumulâtes that another professlonal is

likely to be helpful, then a referral should be initiated. Knowing one's own

boundaries. and those of other disciplines, and the local scène so as to refer

effectively is to practice scientifically.
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Outcomes

As with instrument sélection for évaluation, careful planning for outcome

collection and analysis is the mark of a therapist using scientific reasonlng,

Systematically monitoring one's collective outeomes gives a therapist and

a department crucial feedback as to their effectiveness over time (Tomlin &;

Dougherty, 2014). Régional or national practice setting outcome norms add

another dimension to feedback.

Throughoutthe Occupational Therapy Process

Even in a routine case, scientific reasoning may be useful. Such a case

involves many décisions about (a) shifting from assessment to intervention;

(b) shifting between one model and another, between one goal and another;

and (e) shiftlng among levels related to occupational performance (partici-

pation, task, body structure/function) during assessment and intervention.

Séant published évidence exists to assist new therapists make thèse types

of décisions. The guidance of colleagues (the "mindlines" of Gabbay & Le

May, 2004) is important, as is accumulated expérience itself (Polyani, 1958).

ERRORS IN SCIENTIFIC REASONING
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Lists of errors in scientific reasoning corae from three sources: studies

of médical diagnosticians (cited in Rogers & Holm, 1997), général studies of

reasoning errors people make (Gilovich, 1991), and an empirical study of

practice errors reported by occupational therapy clinicians (Scheirton, Mû, &

Lohman, 2003). Afourth source ofreasoning error is the incorrect application

dfresearch findings: either a statistical misinterpretation or an inappropriate

extrapolation of study évidence to the current individual client.

Errors by Diagnosticians

Rogers and Holm (1997) cited four common errors of scientific reasoning,

whlch could lead to an incorrect intervention. Specifically, the causes of

performance déficits could be misidentified, leading to incorrect interven-

tion principles belng followed, leading to ineffective therapy. Further errors

of reasoning commltted in clinlcal practice by psychiatrists, psychologists,

social workers, and others are described by GambriU (2012). Fallacies she
cited are "valid but false," "irrelevant appeals," "evading the facts," "over-

looking the facts," "distorting facts/positions," "diversions," and "the use

confusion" (Gambrill, 2012, pp. 156-176). Uslng thèse fallacles to deceive

or persuade others can undermlne the quality of therapy; uslng them

deceiving ourselves may be even more pernlcious.

Général Reasoning Errors

Gilovlch (1991, p. v) provlded guidelines for avoiding reasoning errors in ev'|

eryday situations, which are applicable to professlonal practice. His soi

of error consisted of
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1. inlsperception/misinterpretation ofrandom data;

2. mlsinterpretation of incomplète or unrepresentative data;

3. biased évaluation of ambiguous and inconsistent data;

4. motivational déterminants of belief;

5. blaslng effects of secondhand information;

6. exaggerated impressions of social support.

The first two points relate to those of Rogers and Holm (1997). The next three

are concerned wlth situations of data interprétation where prejudgment,

wishful thinking, or unreliable évidence influences interprétation (see also

Kahneman, 2011; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), and each has a counterpart

in therapy practice. The sixth occurs when the décision maker perceives there

already to be social support for a particular conclusion, such as when a client

has already been given a diagnostic label, it is harder to accept évidence to

the contrary.

Other général reasoning inaccuracies have been studied by Tversky and

Kahneman (1974). They found that when people attempt to makejudgments
under conditions of uncertainty, they use three heuristics (reasoning tools):

1. Representativeness — how much the situation resembles a known

outcome;

2. Availability — how récent, salient, or dramatlc slmilar cases are;

3. Anchonng — at what starting estimate reasoning begins.

The heuristics can be useful, but each leads to demonstrable biases in décision

maklng, as follows. Representativeness leads the décision maker to overlook

background probabilities of the alternative outcome events. Availability to

memory strengthens the chances of forming a conclusion based on récent

events. Anchoring results in final décisions that are biased toward the initial

estimate (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974), The application of thèse biases to

occupational therapy reasoning should be évident.

Empirical Study of Occupational Therapists

Scheirton et al. (2003) intervlewed practlcing occupational therapists

about their practice errors. The errors identified from physical disabilities

practice by therapists were both physical and psychological. The physical

ranged from minor (ripped fingernail, fatigue) to major (falls, fractures,

contributing to a patient's death), while the psychological conslsted of

withholding truth from a patient about prognosis. The therapists also

reported treatment management errors, that is, not followlng standards

ofpractlce or the code of ethlcs in therapy. That 1s, some got nonessential

treatment due to insurance allowances, whereas others did not recelve

what was needed because of insurance constraints. The causes of thèse

errors were inexperience, not listening to the patient, or being rushed or
tired (Scheirton et al., 2003). Others were attributed to inattention (falls),

misjudgment (weight-bearing status, tolérance level, or compréhension of

patient), and communication breakdown (ignoring a patient's statement)

(Scheirton et al., 2003).
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Of thèse errors, the following could be considered specifically as errors

of scientific reasoning: incorrect anticipation of danger to patient, ignoring

data (patient's report of trouble), and overestimating the capacity ofthe pa-

tient. It is harder to say that "incorrect treatment planning" (too much, too

little, or the wrong kind) is an error in scientific reasoning if the décision

was driven by an external constraint or policy. If a scientific rationale for the

therapy décision is offered, though, when the real reason was convenience

or pragrnatic, then that could be considered an abuse ofscientific reasonlng.

Scheirton et al. (2003) concluded that most errors could be avolded by

more attentive practice. For practitioners, a facility policy to openly dlscuss

errors has been shown to increase disclosure, which can lead to improve-

ments in practice (Mû, Lohman, & Scheirton, 2006).

Errors in Statistical Reasoning

Common errors in statistical reasoning (not the calculation, but the inter-

pretation) consist of overgeneralizations based on sampling error, extrapola-

tion, tnterpolation, or misattribution ofcausation, or overfitting of data. The

contemporary emphasis 011 évidence in practice puts a heavier burden on

the average practitioner to detect and critique thèse en-ors m the Ilterature.

Mistakes or implied errors in the literature can be obvlous or quite subtle.

For example, Case-Smith (1995) studled the corrélations among scores in

sensorimotor components, fine motor skills, and fûnctional performance in

30 preschool children wlth motor delays. The corrélation coefficients were

moderate to strong between sensorimotor coiïiponents and fine motor skills

(r == 0.4 to 0.8, p < 0.05 to p < 0.005} but not statistically significant between

thèse two levels and self-care, and only sporadically significant between the

two and mobillty and social function, She concluded, "On the basis of the

findings of this study, therapists cannot assume that improvement in foun-

dational sensorimotor abillties will automatically generalize into increased

function and success in meeting envlronmental demands" (Case-Smith,

1995, p. 651). While the statement is technically accurate, its implication is

misleading, that 1s, that ifthe corrélations between sensorimotor and func-

tional levels had beenhigh, then practitioners would bejustified in believing

that causing improvement through therapy in the sensorimotor scores wouïd

automatically cause improvement in the functional scores. This unstated im-

plication equates corrélation wlth causation, a comraon interpretive misstep.

Overfitting of data to a pattern is another error in reasoning with statis-

tics. It can appear in a complex form, but the simplest example would be to

déclare a high linear corrélation between two (paired) points of data. Of course,

a sù-aight Une of correlation/regresslon can be drawn through any two points

in a plane. (Consulting a statistical table for critical values ofthe Pearson rwlû

show why at least three points are necessary for fhe corrélation coefficient t°

be meaningful.) Overfitting can be much harder to detect, however, ifthere are ^

data avallable fi-om dozens of variables but derived from relatively few case s j

(people). In this situation, higher order statistics (multiple régression, fact0^

anatysis) may "re\real" patterns m the data that only arise by chance, and woluu|

not reoccur in another data set. Yet another manifestation of overfitttoî
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occur in a meta-analysis, where, say, 10 studies each collected 20 outcome

variables in response to a course oftherapy. To claim that the findings are very

trustworthy because they are based on 200 investigations would be to Ignore

the likelihood that fhese 20 variables are intercon-elated, since they come from

the same 10 groups ofpeople. The weight oftheir collective évidence is not fhe

same as ifthere had been 200 independent studies.

Another common statistical error is taking a finding ofp < 0.05 (statis-

tical significance) as définitive that the cause of the différence in outcome

was the différence in intervention provided. AU the rejection ofthe null hy-

pothesis establishes is that the outcome is unlikely to have happened this

way in a world where there really was no différence between the compared

groups (Nuzzo, 2014). Equally unsclentific, though, would be a wholesale
flight from statistical significance to "clinical slgnificance." While it is per-

fectly reasonable to ask more of a study outcome than that the groups

"were reliably différent" (i.e., the statistically significant différence), and ask

if the différence was clinically meaningful, to abandon the statistical test

altogether and déclare a finding of différence "clinically signiôcant" when it

could have happened by chance is equally to cast scientific reasoning aside.

Both statistical and clinical significance are necessary for a persuasive,

important flnding.

Perhaps the most basic flaw in the use of statistical reasonlng is when it

gives rise to feelings of certainty that are notjustified (Nuzzo, 2014). Statistical

reasonlng is founded upon probabilities, and thus some uncertainty about

conclusions is inescapable. Finally, in reasoning from scientific inquiry to

professional practice, the question of generalizability cannot be absolutely

resolved. How far outward should the inqulry findings generalize in space?

In tlme? In person? Our reasoning would be better served if we rernained

aware of the uncertainfy, open to correcting errors of interprétation, and open

to new perspectives that can change our perceptions of meaning, context,

and values (e.g., disability studies, sociocultural awareness, ethnic studies,

queerstudies).

Someday, perhaps, an "integrated" theory ofprofessional reasoning, such

as the Six Warrants model, will be considered "trans-scientiûc reasoning,"

because then it would take into considération all the empiricalty verified

phenomena that contribute to the act. To do less would be "unscientific!" l

readily acknowledge that there are aspects ofthe "art" oftherapy (includlng

therapeutic use of self, creatMty, and the use of humor in therapy [Idle,

1999], and the simple stance of compassion) that may be forever outslde the

realm ofsclentific inquiry (Rogers, 1983; Taylor, 2008).

Ifthe rôle of an occupational therapy professional is to assume a prudential

stance toward the client, to bring to bear all the knowledge and expérience at

her disposai concerning human occupation, medicine, development, health

Systems, and hurnan personalities, and to make complexjudgments under

dynamic situations of uncertainty, and if the interaction of all thèse factors

becomes better understood, would that not be (trans-)scientific reasoning?

(See Box 7-2.) Would a career of honest interactions be enough to give a

practitloner a foundation for thorough (trans-) scientific reasoning? Perhaps
that would be considered "wisdom."
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Box 7-2 Directions for Research on Scientific Reasoning

1. Efficacy/effectiveness research in occupational therapy contributes to

scientific reasonmg. Replication of studies and constant updating as

occupational conditions change are needed.
2. If therapist expertise and client préférences are also crucial forjustifytng

décision making in practice, then descriptive research on therapist ex-

pertise (how, where, when) and on client préférences (by country, région,

class, ethnicity, personality, vocation, avocation) needs to be conducted

to a much greater degree. Likewise, the rôle of setting resources and

constramts warrants greater attention from researchers, More study of

the rôle of theoiy is also warranted.

3. Translational science, or the effects on occupational therapy outcomes of

the introduction of evldence-informed practice into a setting, is onlyjust

beginning. As yet, we have very little évidence for the effects of adopting

evidence-informed practice in occupational therapy.

4. A search for "cognitive schéma" (task or participatoiy occupation scripts)

in the reasoning of occupational fherapists is stiïl missing. (No new pub-

lished research on this topic was found.)

5. Descriptive, qualitative, outcomes, and even expérimental research on

interactive, conditional, narrative, or pragmatic reasonîng would con-

trîbute to (trans-)scientific reasoning.
6. Vtrtually no research has yet been conducted on how thinking alon^

multiple reasoning tracks is orchestrated: by what mechanism is one

track brought to consclousness, while others recede? Likewise, for fhe

six practice warrants, under what circumstances does one supersede

the others, and does that vaiy by practice setting? By client diagnosis?

By therapist?
7. Ftnally, how are scientific reasontng and the rôle of empirtcal évidence

being taught in professional éducation programs?

'il'"1 Si

Learning Activity 7-1

Learning activity: Case studies

Purpose: The purpose of this activity is to provide case studies

that serve as contexts for understanding éléments of scientific

reasomng.

Connections to major clinical reasoning constructs: Thls activity is related to

scientific reasoning.
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pjrections for learners: Attached are a number of case studies that require

use of scientiflc reasoning. For each case study, do the foiïowing:

1. Read the case.

2. Answer fhe questions posed.

3. Discuss your answer and your rationale wlth a partner or your discussion

group.

4. Look at the comments at the end to see ifyou considered the same issues

that Dr. Tomlin did in his analysis.

Allow 10 to 15 minutes for each case study analysls, and at least 15 minutes

or more for discussion, depending on how many people are involved.

From a skilled nursing facility setting
a. Walking in the dark, unassisted, causes Mrs. Miller to fall. This

morning the charge nurse reported that she fell last night. Therefore,

last nlght she was walking unassisted in the dark.

What is the logicalfallacy in this example ofdeductive reasoning?

b. "Eveiy time Mrs. Miller tries to get to the bathroom by herself at

night, she falls. Thus we keep the bedrails up when she is in bed.

Last night, she fell trylng to get to the bathroom. Therefore, someone

must have left the bedralls down."

Where 15. the logicaifaïïacy in this example? Comment on anyfurther short-

comings in its accuracy.

From an ergonomie évaluation

A person's ability to move a joint against the field of gravity dépends on the

person generating more torque than the gravitational torque on that Joint

(torque of muscle > torque of gravity). Torque is calculated by the force

involved times the moment arm that force has from the axis of movement.

In her alrcraft parts supply Job, Ms. Phelps has great difficulty lifting
the boxes ofbearings from the knee-high shelfwhere they are stored to the

customer counter height.

What can you suggest to make it easierfor her? How do thèse steps help?

My answers; compare to yours!

1. a. This syllogism is of the form, "If A causes B, then if B then A." It is

one ofthe fallaclous syllogisms. Just because A causes B, It does not

mean that there are no other thlngs that could cause B to happen.

(A is a sufficient cause for B, but not a necessary cause.) Thus the

existence of B does not aiïow us to infer A.

b. This one is more complex. It takes the form, "If A then B, then C (to

prevent B); if B, then not-C," where A is trying to get to the bathroom

alone, B is falling, and C is putting up the bedrails. Just because C is

done ifthe staff discover A causes B, that does not mean that C can

totally prevent B. Thus if B occurs, C still mlght have been done. For

example, Mrs. Miller could have fallen after putting the rails down

herself, after climbing over the rails, or after sliding over to the end
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of the bed. She might have also fallen asleep in her chair that night,

and fallen while getting up to head to the bathroom.

2. There are four factors involved in the torque contest: force of the muscle,

moment arm of the muscle, force of gravity on the box, moment arm

of gravlty on the box. Taking a person-task-environment approach, we

could affect each one of the four. First, we could help her strengthen

her elbow and shoulder flexors through actMties wlth a progressive

resistive feature. Second, we could have her flex her knees more before

lifting the boxes to get the angle of beginning elbow flexion doser to 90
degrees, to increase the moment arm of the muscle; or we could have

the shelf raised, or simply store the boxes on a higher shelf. Third, we

could have her store fewer bearings per box to decrease the gravitational

pull on the box. Finally, we could have her hold the box doser to her

body to decrease the rnoment arm of gravity. A systematic analysis of

factors affecting success in occupation is helpful in provlding scientific,

effective therapy.

Thèse are my thoughts; you may have many other excellent ideas.
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